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Abstract— Break-glass within computing is a term used to describe the act of checking out a system account
password for use by a human. It is generally used for highest level system accounts such as root for unix or
SYS/SA for database. These accounts are highly privileged and not in themselves individualized to a specific
human, so instead break-glass limits them by the password time duration, with the aim of controlling and
reducing the account’s usage to that which is necessary. Break-glass has been examined in a number of
publications applied to medical systems. What is currently missing is an accurate translation of original
break-glass concepts, especially applied to high security environments such as banking. This paper will
provide a description of how break-glass is evolving into a broader method of time-based access control
mechanism. Finally how time-based access control and break-glass can be varied adaptively based on threat
level is proposed.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

The origin of the term Break-Glass is from publicly accessible fire-alarms. It will be useful
to use this context to aid in the definition of the term, and compare the evolution of BreakGlass within fire alarms to the evolution of break-glass to modern computer systems, as we
may be able to predict the future from previous historic trends.
The first fire alarm networks were installed in Berlin by Siemens in 1951[1] [2] [3], closely
followed by Boston in 1852[4]. The Boston system was based on a telegraphic network of 45
boxes which enabled a local person to electronically signal to the central fire department that
there was a fire so they should come and put it out quickly [5]. The ability to set off the
publicly situated Boston alarms was through a key bestowed to a small number of local
responsible individuals (police officers etc). This was to avoid false alarms by accident or
malice. The unfortunate counter effect of this was that in the 1872 Great Fire of Boston, the
fire department were delayed by 20 minutes due to a lack of a key-holders to raise the
alarm[6] resulting in the deaths of 30 people.
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FIGURE 1 GAMEWELL FIRE ALARM, BREAK GLASS ADAPTION AND BRIGHT‟ S BUILT IN BREAK GLASS.

Subsequent to this event, new public fire alarm systems were installed in Glasgow 1878,
and in London 1880. The use of a purposefully designed, Break-Glass mechanism, with
contemporary documentation is the 1880 system introduced by Charles Bright. The main
advantage of this system being that the ability to “Raise Fire Alarm” privilege could be
granted to the public without increasing false alarms to the point of making the system
unusable. In other words a publicly available fire alarm system would be less abused due to
the break-glass protection.
After success in London and in Glasgow [10] [11] with built-in break glass the US
followed with break-glass add-ons in about 1900 [5]. Because the US fire alarms had already
been installed prior to the use of break-glass a small box had to be added onto the front of the
already existing Fire Alarm Boxes.
From this we learn that Break-Glass has had the following properties.
 Shares a single privilege between many users (the “raise fire alarm privilege”).
 Identified initiating individual by creating loud noise thus calling attention to the
initiator and increasing the risk they will be identified and caught in the case of a
deliberate false alarm.
 Time limit for the use of the privilege, as the break glass would be reset after the fire.
The above is important so that we can derive the essence of what break-glass actually
means. So for instance it can be said that Break-glass is not a method of escalating privilege –
it is a way to reduce abuse of a shared privilege, which is not in it self individualized.
To be of use the break-glass request should be easy to do quickly, not denied, with the
emphasis on preserving safety rather than preventative security. Safety in the case of
computer systems is analogous to preserving availability i.e. the health of a system. Security
questions and ramifications are examined after the break-glass event and punitive measures
taken if necessary. This has been described as optimistic security mechanism [12], though
this should not be taken as being a naive approach – in fact it is pragmatic and in many cases
the only way of realistically decreasing risk for sys-tem accounts in a large distributed
network, where historically the shared system ac-counts have been allowed to be passed from
colleague to colleague and not reset regularly, resulting in administrators no longer employed
by the organization, still knowing the password.
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II. ACADEMIC REVIEW RELEVANT TO BREAK-GLASS AND TIME-BASED ACCESS CONTROL
(STARTING FROM 2000 THROUGH TO 2012 IN CHRONOLOGICAL SEQUENCE)

The earliest dated document describing a functioning break-glass design is Charles Bright‟s
London network of publicly accessible fire alarms [7]. In the field of computer science the
first reference that posits break-glass as a potential idea for computer systems is Povey –
2000[12]. If one digs into commercial practice it is possible to see that the first commercial
company to sell a break-glass solution publicly was CyberArk [13] with their EPV product
launched in 2003. We should be aware that prior to CyberArk‟s publicly available
commercial software there were in-house solutions within the banking industry that carried
out the same functionality. This is to be expected as break-glass is the most practical method
of gaining control of a shared credential for a privileged account. If an organization cannot
limit the account to a single user i.e. it‟s geography, then the other dimension for reducing
risk would be limiting the time for which that credential will be effective – hence break-glass
and time-based access control.
More accurately Break-Glass provides a method to associate human identity to a system
account e.g. root, and limits the potential insecurity of allowing usage of uncontrollable
privilege by limiting how much time it has been used for, and by automatically changing the
password at the end of the break-glass period, and by warning the user that their actions will
be monitored, and punished if abused.
The key feature of a break-glass system is that it automatically resets the password of the
account in a pre- defined time frame. Generally a logged out root password would be reset
within 24 hours. Having read the small number of papers on break-glass, none of them
precisely and fully define either the concept as per the original break-glass concept, or the
practice as experienced within financial services - hence the requirement to write this paper.
However it is useful to list the papers that intersect this topic which are medical industry
based.
The automated reset of an account password based on time is discussed in [14] and called
as timely revocation of trust. Although related to break-glass this is not same because breakglass does not care if the revocation of the privilege is at an appropriate time, it just does it in
24 hours – whether the user needs the privilege any more or not. If the user gets locked out
when doing their work, they have to break the glass again. Yet another related concept is
authorization based on time of day e.g. Fred is allowed access only during the day time and
not at the night time. There are more number of these authorization context papers [15] [16]
[17] which are worthy but different from break-glass in that they are dealing with a fixed
portion of the day which is a repeated authorized window, rather than a break-glass session
which is – you have 1 hour and then you are kicked out. Yet another related “temporal
concept” is to limit the synchronous privileges. For example a user can only have one role at
a time or a role can only have 5 users at a time [18]. This is related in that one of the benefits
of break-glass as a time-based access control mechanism is that for that break-glass period
there would normally only is one person on that machine at that time. However if a team
effort were need-ed break-glass systems do not prevent the recipient of the password for that
time period delegating the password to their colleagues – but at the end of the break-glass
time period the password will forcibly automatically change. This concept is named the
„Emergency Lifetime‟ of a privilege in Georgakakis 2011 and is a useful term, applicable to
the traditional meaning of break-glass. What is interesting is to see how the use of “Lifetime”
of an account credential and access is being transferred from the emergency only scenario to
the Business As Usual access (BAU). The idea being that all human access either
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individualized or through a system account should be on time limited basis by default.
Instead of accounts that by default last forever, this is the position of current systems.
Accidental non-removal of logged out users is one of the greatest sources of risk in financial
services systems.
One of the most recent context-based break-glass papers is Marinovic 2011 which
essentially lists rules upon which to either permit or deny break-glass access. Interestingly the
scenarios suggested in the paper do not include the scenario of denial.
The Marinovic-2011 paper proposes a mechanism for denying break-glass access defeats
the object of the mechanism, however, I am not a Medical professional, so there may be
ontological differences between the two subject areas that explain this difference, and it
would be interesting to develop this conversation in the future as time allows.
On this note, the final paper reviewed was a paper specifically detailing the use of OWL to
define Temporal Access Control constraints within ontologist such as in medical and
financials [19]. OWL is nothing but a Web Ontology Language that provides mark up
language to define semantic ontological means for different subject domains. For a concise
and usefully abbreviated form of OWL please see the Manchester Syntax [20].
III. OBSERVATIONS ON THE ACADEMIC BODY OF KNOWLEDGE RELATED TO COMMERCIAL
BANKING PRACTICE

A Generally, system access using break-glass has two main trends.
The first is for more categories of access to be time limited so that access to OS, DB and
even MS Office software is becoming managed using time-based access control mechanisms
[22]. The conception of all accounts being time-limited is positive for reducing risk. One of
the most common security issues in a system are the open accounts from employees that have
left the organization for reasons, such as churn, redundancy or death. The lifecycle of human
accounts over time is moving away from the default –this account lasts forever stance, to this
account should be recertified once in every year stance. Various considerations for handling
digital identity in the case of human death are discussed in this innovative paper published at
the same NSPW conference as original Optimistic Security, which can be referenced at
http://www.nspw.org/proceedings/2011 .
Secondly, the categorization of privileges which in the past may have been recognized as
BAU, but are now being moved under break-glass shows a trend towards removal of human
intervention in terms of ongoing system administration and maintenance. This consolidation
is the expected result of autonomic computing [24].
Given that this trend towards consolidation and automation is increasing with future
software such as the Cloud based 12c database being released by Oracle in 2013, it can be
seen that the removal of human intervention will be an increasingly interesting topic,
especially from a security point of view. The word Sabotage originates from the introduction
of automatic weaving equipment which was deliberately damaged by the employees paid to
work the machines. They used their sabots (clogs) to wreck the new looms, that were about to
relieve them of their jobs. Business, vendors and security professionals will be mindful to
avoid alienating workforces during this consolidation of human resource, and also very keen
to be able to apply real control over privileged admin accounts – hence this paper.
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IV. BREAK-GLASS SECURITY APPLIED TO BUSINESS SCENARIO

The plot is a large estate of 10,000 databases in a financial services organization and the
vendor platform is Oracle Database on Red Hat Linux.
The key account that would be subject to break-glass on Oracle Database is the SYS
account as it is a non-individualized system account with very high privileges. Additionally
the SYS account in Oracle is immune to all security controls managed within the database
system i.e. there is absence of password complexity verification, history, account locking or
failed logon delay (aka connection throttling). The reason for this is that Oracle are very
availability focused and wish to avoid the scenario where the administrator is accidentally or
purposefully locked out from the server. Unfortunately this also means that the password for
SYS could be weak and an attacker may be able to get in. Counter intuitively all the other
accounts in Oracle do have proper security controls. The reason is that these are less
important to remain unlocked. So we have a situation where the most security sensitive
account has the least security controls. This is where are a centralized break-glass server has a
role to play, as the break-glass passwords are set externally from the database they can be set
to be long random values and verified to be secure. Additionally they can be changed on a
regular basis automatically. This means that the main weakness of security in Oracle is fixed
by the use of a centralized break-glass server such as OPAM or CyberArk EPV.
There are some technical red flags to this.
First one is that the communication between break-glass server and the databases needs to
be encrypted to protect the automated password changes.
Second one is that the break-glass server should to be secured, as it contains all the
passwords.
Thirdly OS access to the DB server needs to be secured to prevent DB access locally.
These are all achievable though not fully realized at this stage, though there are extra security
considerations for controlling advanced administrative access.
Most importantly, a chance for greater efficiency exists, because break-glass time-based
access control lends itself to being adaptively varied depending on security level.
V. ADAPTIVE BREAK-GLASS

The main drawback of break-glass systems, expressed by humans, is the action of having
to break-glass takes too long and slows down emergency response and general day to day
administration of system. This drawback is liable to gain traction when an estate has never
had a security issue in its history. The psychology of the human teams involved tends towards
laissez-faire security i.e. just enough [25]. Because database estates have low frequency of
security events the tendency is to drop the guard. Problem is that if a security event does
happen it could well be catastrophic i.e. end of business. Therefore the risk profile is broadly
similar to that of a nuclear power station.
If we analogize DB security with personal human security, it would be strange for a human
to walk round with their guard up wearing a crash helmet all day when walking the street,
having a coffee or sat at their desk. This security posture is inappropriate for today‟s life style.
So why do the database estates have a single security posture that is set at high every time. It
would be more sensible for sure to adapt security level dependent on the threat level which
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varies over time. A framework for measuring, controlling and responding to threat level has
already
been
discussed
in
Mutually
Adaptive
database
paper
at
http://www.journalofdatabasesecurity,com/[26].
All that needs to be done is for the break-glass mechanism should be integrated into that
adaptation mechanism, so that the break-glass session length is varied depending on the
measured threat level. For an instance, a break-glass ticket could last 1 day normally, but if
there were a lot of failed log in attempts detected; ticket could automatically shorten to one
hour, thus increasing security whenever it is needed. This would be of great business benefit
to the adopter as they could have more efficient systems when it was safe to do so.
The other big objection to break-glass systems is that they are usually separate servers
managed by separate teams often on different platforms (e.g. MS Windows/AD) and
therefore not fully trusted by the Unix/Oracle team both in political and reliability terms. The
future of break-glass technology is to build in the break-glass authorization mechanism to the
entire database, as in Brightest Fire posts in London [9].
VI. CONCLUSION

This paper has put together the definition of break-glass access control using the historical
meaning from fire-alarms extended to contemporary banking security and drawn comparisons
to how each technology evolves to having break-glass built-in.
Then this paper proposed break-glass as control that could be responsive to threat level.
this paper will contribute to understanding future directions for access control.
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